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afflatus A divine creative impulse or inspiration.
Divine afflatus.

analogy

The religious belief that between creature and creator no similarity can be
found so great but that the dissimilarity is always greater any analogy
between God and humans will always be inadequate.
The operation of a computer presents and interesting analogy to the
working of the brain.

assonant
Having the same vowel sound occurring with different consonants in
successive words or stressed syllables.
Note the assonant words and syllables in tilting at windmills.

epic Constituting or having to do with or suggestive of a literary epic.
A tragedy of epic proportions.

epigram A pithy saying or remark expressing an idea in a clever and amusing way.
A Wildean epigram.

figurative Not literal; using figures of speech.
Figurative language.

grammarian A person who studies and writes about grammar.

idiom The style of a particular artist or school or movement.
He had a feeling for phrase and idiom.

language Coarse or offensive language.
He didn t have the language to express his feelings.

linguistic Relating to language or linguistics.
A linguistic atlas.

literate A literate person.
Computer literate.

lyric Denoting a writer of lyric poetry.
Lyric poems of extraordinary beauty.
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meaning The idea that is intended.
The meaning of life.

metonymy The substitution of the name of an attribute or adjunct for that of the thing
meant, for example suit for business executive, or the turf for horse racing.

ode A lyric poem, typically one in the form of an address to a particular subject,
written in varied or irregular metre.

opus An artistic work, especially one on a large scale.
He was writing an opus on Mexico.

poem A composition written in metrical feet forming rhythmical lines.
The sun is an important symbol in this poem.

poetic Having an imaginative or sensitively emotional style of expression.
A poetic romance.

poetics Study of poetic works.
The terminology of traditional poetics.

quatrain A stanza of four lines, especially one having alternate rhymes.

read Something that is read.
Read the advertisement.

rhetorical
(of a question) asked in order to produce an effect or to make a statement
rather than to elicit information.
The general intended his question to be purely rhetorical.

rhyme Compose rhymes.
Poetic features such as rhythm rhyme and alliteration.

sentence Pronounce a sentence on somebody in a court of law.
He always spoke in grammatical sentences.

similarity The state or fact of being similar.
The similarity of symptoms makes them hard to diagnose.

simile The use of similes as a method of comparison.
His audacious deployment of simile and metaphor.

sonnet Compose sonnets.
And in delightful Tones sit sonneting.

stanza A group of four lines in some Greek and Latin metres.

syntax A set of rules for or an analysis of the syntax of a language.
The syntax of English.

verse Compose verses or put into verse.
She versed herself in Roman archeology.
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